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Unlike  a  lot  of  other  North  Atlantic  Treaty  Organization
summits, you might actually have seen some mainstream news
coverage of the group’s 70th anniversary meeting that just
wrapped up in London this week. But if you did see such
coverage, it was probably limited to discussing the theatrics
and fireworks surrounding the event rather than the meat and
potatoes of the discussion itself and what it pretends for the
future of global geopolitics.

It’s not hard to understand why this happens. The tabloid
fodder of leaders insulting other leaders (both on and off
mic) is both easier to understand and more entertaining than
serious discussion of weighty geopolitical matters. But, as I
recently pointed out on #PropagandaWatch, the most important
information is often hidden under a cloak of bureaucracy and
legalese.

So today let’s explore what really happened at this week’s
NATO summit, and what it can tell us about the elitists’ plans
for their long-coveted New World Order.

 

Hot mics on hot heads

OK, first things first: the drama.
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In case you missed it, the fireworks started started when
French President told The (Rothschild) Economist that “What we
are currently experiencing is the brain death of NATO” because
Trump. His point seemed to be something about the need for
Europe to start providing for its own security (like in some
sort of EU Army, perhaps), but evidently that idea didn’t
translate well into Turkish.

Last Friday, Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan lashed out at
Macron, saying that his comments about NATO were “sick and
shallow” and advising the French leader to “check whether you
are brain dead.”

And keep in mind all this came before the meeting—a meeting
intended  to  showcase  the  strength  of  the  alliance  on  the
occasion of its 70th anniversary—even began. Things only got
worse from there.

As  you  probably  heard  by  now,  French  President  Macron,
Canadian  Prime  Minister  Justin  Trudeau  and  British  Prime
Minister Boris Johnson were caught on a hot mic appearing to
discuss Trump’s behavior in unflattering terms. Trump shot
back by calling Trudeau “two-faced” (an apparent reference to
the  recently  reelected  Canadian  PM’s  recent  scandal)
and canceling his appearance at the summit’s concluding news
conference. Then Trump himself was caught on a hot mic calling
his own “two-faced” line funny.

Did  I  miss  anything?  Oh  yeah,  Polish  politician  Donald
Tusk tweeted a photo of himself making what could be a gun
sign pointed at Trump’s back.

I think that about covers it for Days of Our Lives: NATO
Edition. So here’s what you missed while the media was busy
gossiping about the schoolyard drama.

 

NATO Names Their Enemies
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While  everyone  was  distracted  by  the  pyrotechnics  of  the
political puppets, the fact that the (mis)leaders were merely
rubber stamping the agreements that had been hammered out by
there  underlings  at  last  month’s  ministerial  summit  was
conveniently excluded from the picture. So the real question
is: What happened at last month’s meeting?

Quite a lot, it turns out. In fact, as M. K. Bhadrakumar notes
in his article on the subject, “the trend at the NATO foreign
ministers’ meeting at Brussels on November 19-20, in the run-
up  to  the  London  summit,  showed  that  despite  growing
differences within the alliance, member states closed ranks
around  three  priority  items  in  the  US  global  agenda  —
escalation  of  the  aggressive  policy  toward  Russia,
militarisation  of  space  and  countering  China’s  rise.”

More on space in a moment.

First,  let’s  examine  the  policy  shift  on  NATO’s  two  main
enemies: Russia and China. Now, you and me and the rest of the
world  know  that  NATO  has  been  engaging  in  a  process  of
encircling China and especially Russia with bases, forces and
missile “defense” systems. But NATO has managed to at least
pretend that it hasn’t been targeting Moscow or Beijing . . .
until now.

At last month’s meeting, the foreign ministers of the various
member  states  explicitly  discussed  adopting  a  new  policy
toward  China  and  Russia.  Serial  liar,  regime  change
cheerleader and US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, for one,
was jubilant. “Thirty years [after the fall of the Berlin
Wall], we again face threats from authoritarian regimes, and
again  we  must  face  them  together,”  he  said  at  a  press
conference  after  the  meeting,  specifically  pointing  to
“Russia, China and Iran” as the authoritarian regimes that the
alliance would be tasked with confronting.

And  those  agreements  were  realized  when  the  gaggle  of
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globalist gophers descended on London this week to engage in
their shenanigans for the cameras and put their John Hancock’s
on the “London Declaration,” the summit’s official communique,
which singles out “Russia’s aggressive actions” as a “distinct
threat” to the alliance and obliges the treaty’s signatories
to commit themselves to addressing “China’s growing influence
and international policies.”

Don’t think for a minute that Xi and Putin are unaware of
these avowed threats, either. As I pointed out in this week’s
edition of New World Next Week, the recently inaugurated Power
of Siberia pipeline is just the latest testament to the Sino-
Russian partnership and the latest sign that they will be
playing the role of bogeymen in Cold War 2.0. And, in an
address to the Russian Federation Security Council just last
month, Putin explicitly acknowledged NATO’s new posture of
official aggression against Russia. “We are also seriously
concerned  about  the  NATO  infrastructure  approaching  our
borders, as well as the attempts to militarise outer space,”
he told the council in a wide-ranging speech on the future of
Russian military development.

And speaking of the militarization of space . . .

 

The “North Atlantic” Now Includes Outer Space

The  name  of  the  North  Atlantic  Treaty  Organization
(NATO)—formally established in 1949 to “promote stability and
well-being in the North Atlantic area”—has been a joke for
some time now. An organization whose “global partners” and
“partners for peace” now includes states from every inhabited
continent can hardly call itself a “North Atlantic” body in
any meaningful sense.

But as silly as it has been to talk of NATO’s “partnership”
with South Korea or Iraq or Australia or Colombia, things are
about to get a whole lot sillier.
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As  NATO  Secretary  General  Jens  Stoltenberg  informed  the
world last month, the “North Atlantic” Treaty Organization now
recognize outer space as one of the alliance’s “operational
domains.”

“This can allow NATO planners to make requests for Allies to
provide capabilities and services, such as hours of satellite
communications,”  Stoltenberg  said  at  a  press  conference
following  a  meeting  of  Foreign  Ministers  in  Brussels  in
November.

If you’re worried about the implications this decision has for
the weaponization of space, though, you can relax. Stoltenberg
was quick to add that NATO has “no intention” of putting
weapons in space, and its approach to space will be “fully in
line with international law.”

Phew. Well, that’s a load off.

But in many ways, that particular moment of wackiness is a
kind of comedic footnote to the slow-motion nightmare that is
NATO’s plan to wage and win a war of containment against
Russia and China . . . a war that could kick into a full-blown
WWIII scenario at the drop of a hat.

Here’s what you need to know about the recent NATO Summit in
London and what it means for the future of global geopolitics.

 

The (North) Macedonia Saga

In  other  news,  NATO  was  all  set  to  welcome  newly-
christened “North” Macedonia as its 30th member state at this
week’s  festivities  in  London  .  .  .  but  the  official
celebration will have to be postponed. It seems Spain is a bit
tardy in their ratification of the new members’ accession to
the alliance, so the North Macedonians will have to settle for
a measly one-line mention in the summit’s closing declaration:
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“North Macedonia is here with us today and will soon be our
newest Ally.”

Once the bureaucratic wrinkles are ironed out, North Macedonia
will sign its deal with the devil and the NATO alliance will
expand once again. And, wouldn’t you know it, it just happens
to be expanding into Russia’s sphere of influence. Yet again.
Funny, that.

For those who are generally curious, North Macedonia is the
fourth of the six successor states of Yugoslavia to join NATO
(the others being Slovenia, Croatia and Montenegro). And, as
Paul Antonopoulos points out over at InfoBrics, “With Bosnia
effectively  a  NATO  satellite,  this  leaves  Serbia  as  the
bulwark of anti-NATO and pro-Russia sentiment in the region,
especially  as  the  other  fellow  Balkan  countries,  Greece,
Bulgaria and Romania, are also NATO members.”

Yes, North Macedonia was not courted for membership in the
increasingly  anachronistic  military  alliance  because  NATO
values its mighty military contribution. Rather, as a largely
Slavic and Orthodox country in an important (and historically
volatile) region, the country could easily have fallen into
Russia’s  orbit.  Scooping  up  another  shard  of  the  former
Yugoslavia is another geopolitical win for the NATO crowd and
another  step  further  into  Russia’s  traditional  sphere  of
influence.

 

The Future of the Alliance

The dramatic fireworks at this year’s NATO summit have led to
all sorts of mainstream talking heads and inside-the-beltway
think tank pundits fretting about the future of the alliance.

“NATO  Is  Struggling  Under  Trans-Atlantic  Tensions”  worries
Carnegie Endowment mouthpiece Foreign Policy.
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“With Internal Squabbling on Vivid Display, What’s Next for
NATO?” wonders The New York Times.

Still, some outlets seem to have accidentally revealed a bit
of truth with their post-summit wrap-up. Euractiv seems to get
it about right: “With new focus on China, NATO patches up
stormy summit.”

Indeed, all the sound and fury surrounding the hot mics and
fiery tempers of the leaders doesn’t change a thing. No one is
pulling out of NATO; in fact, quite the opposite. Members are
vowing to contribute more toward defense spending than ever.

No, the alliance will do just fine, thank you very much. And
now that they’re formally and openly aiming their crosshairs
at their avowed enemies, Russia and China, the organization
has a new lease on life. Since the fall of the Soviet Union,
NATO has been floundering for a way to justify its existence
in the eyes of the public. The wars in the Balkans? The war on
terror? Afghanistan?

Luckily, the rise of (stage-managed) Cold War 2.0 has come
along to give NATO a reason for being. With Russophobia and
Sinophobia spreading throughout the NATO member states, the
military-industrial-corporate-media-globalist  enforcement  arm
is more energized than ever, and is increasingly flush with
cash to arm whatever harebrained schemes its power-mad leaders
dream up next.

And although this game is not meant to be won, if NATO ever
are able to subdue the Russian and Chinese bogeymen and assert
full control over the globe, they have their next objective
already lined up: outer space.

No, don’t believe the headlines you’ve read in recent days.
NATO will survive these little spats between political puppets
just fine. Humanity, on the other hand . . .
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Watch this video on BitChute / DTube / Minds.com / YouTube

In this clip from “Something Big Just Happened,” James breaks
down the unlikely timeline of Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi.

CLICK HERE to watch the full episode

Ole Dammegard: Connecting the
Dots — NATO on the Brink of
Implosion
Below you will find two brief “alert” interviews with Ole
Dammegard regarding unfolding events surrounding the  global
deep  state’s  terror  operations  and  the  New  World  Order
agenda.

 

Source: Alfred Lambremont Webre

Ole Dammegard: Global NWO machine now broken; connects dots
from JFK to 10/24/2019 Global False Flag
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BREAKING NEWS:

In this dynamic news update, journalist and whistleblower Ole
Dammegard  shows  how  the  Global  False  Flag  machine  is  now
broken following exposure of the planned October 23-24, 2019
Global False Flag, connecting dots from the 11/22/1963 JFK
assassination to 9/11 to the 2008 Economic Crash false flag
op. to the false flag Sinking of the MS Estonia to the false
flag Assassination of Swedish Prime Minister Olaf Palme to the
false flag Stockholm Synthetic Terror attack of April 17,
2017, to the weather warfare false flag California fires, to
the  planned  and  now  exposed  October  23-24,  2019  Global
Synthetic Terror attack on 39 European Cities [vs. London,
Manchester  UK/  BREXIT;  France(vs.  Yellow  Vests)],
Netherlands[to hide role of Bilderberg group in Terror); two
Swedish nuclear plants (blamed on Russia) , and the UN on UN
Day (Oct 24), to Oct 24, 2019 Crisis Meetings of NATO/Gladio,
including  distractions  such  as  the  “assassination”  of  CIA
crisis  actor  “AlBaghdadi”,  the  planned  November  3,  2019
Synthetic Terror attack on Seattle, WA [Next to Vancouver, BC,
International Olympic City], leading to (creating of the One
World Army of the US Armed Forces; NATO; EU Armed forces
combined; censoring the Internet and Free Speech; and imposing
Martial Law, all the foundation infrastructure for the “New
World  Order”  public  order  scheme,  as  enunciated  by  the
Bilderbergers,  and  deeper  Rockefeller  and  Rothschild
interests.

 

Source:  Jason Goodman’s Crpwdsource the Truth

Is NATO on the Brink of Implosion? Ole Dammegard Calls in on
Skype with an Emergency Warning
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Massive  football  field  sized  drones  flying  in  the
stratosphere, beaming down toxic 5G radiation into the earth,
into the ocean, into our homes, into our bodies. Sounds like
something out of a science fiction nightmare.

But if the sponsors of the HAWK30 program, tech giant SoftBank
of Japan, defense contractor AeroVironment of California and
Alphabet, the parent company of Google, have their way that
nightmare will become a reality this fall for some Hawai’i
residents and eventually for much of the world’s population.
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Credit: Screenshot from SoftBank HAPS concept video

 

The HAWK30 program, proposed by the Research Corporation of
the University of Hawai’i (RCUH), wants to use the Hawaiian
island of Lāna’i in Maui county as a launch pad for unmanned
drones,  HAPS  (high  altitude  platform  stations)  flying  at
65,000 to 80,000 feet carrying wireless communications relays
and transmitting 5G signals into air, land and sea in a three-
phase program.

In the final phase of the surreal plan, tiny Lāna’i island
becomes a drone manufacturing plant, launch pad and mission
control center to fly massive drones throughout the equatorial
belt.

Credit: Screenshot from SoftBank HAPS concept video

 

According to their Use Determination Application: “The purpose
of the HAWK30 program is to develop new airborne overhead 5G
communication,  which  would  provide  strong  wireless  service
over a large area, including deep valleys, remote lands, and
over the ocean.”

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) granted the project
a COA2, a Certificate of Authorization, permitting the drones
to operate for up to two years in a 150 square mile airspace
that includes the islands of Lāna’i and Kaho’olawe, as well as
Molokini crater, which sees over 300,000 visitors from around
the world each year. With its calm, crystal clear waters and
hundreds of species of tropical fish the crescent shaped islet
is a highly popular visitor spot.
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Photo by Debra Greene of slide from RCUH presentation at
Lāna’i Planning Commission Meeting

 

Radiation harm is a concern as one HAWK30 drone broadcasts the
equivalent of 1800 cell towers, albeit at a much lower power
level, however, power is irrelevant to health effects except
for  tissue  heating.  Thousands  of  peer  reviewed  research
studies  document  the  non-thermal  effects  of  wireless
radiation  on  humans  and  other  living  things.  In  some
experiments the lowest power levels caused the most leakage in
the blood-brain barrier. An inverse relationship between power
and health effects has even been shown. Wireless technology
is not made safe by reducing the power.

Flying at 70 miles per hour in the stratosphere, the HAPS
drone has a 260 foot wingspan and 10 propellers. It gains
altitude after take off by flying in a huge spiral. The high
altitude platform station can be used to carry a variety of
payloads. According to SoftBank’s concept video, their HAPS
operates as a cell site with coverage 124 miles in diameter,
blanketing the entire ground.

Credit: Screenshot from SoftBank HAPS concept video

 

In addition to irradiating all life forms within range, this
type of massive flying wing has a bad safety record. Two high
altitude drones have been built by AeroVironment and they both
fell from the sky and crashed. In fact, the drone is so
experimental that almost no regulations exist to govern it.
Project officials appear ready to take full advantage of this,
having boasted about schooling the FAA and writing their own
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rules.

But a 1.5 ton HAWK30 falling from the stratosphere could have
devastating effects. Only 2300 Newtons of force crush a human
skull wearing a helmet. Falling from a height of 70,000 feet,
a 1.5 ton object would impact with 266,756,000 Newtons of
force!

The drone would encounter air resistance, of course, but if
this massive experimental aircraft, with its lithium batteries
and propeller blades, comes crashing down it could kill and
maim  people,  dolphins,  whales  and  other  creatures.
Surprisingly, the drone’s fly zone is in the middle of a
Humpback Whale National Marine Sanctuary where whales come to
give birth and frolic with their young.

Trust has been an issue from the start with this secretive
project. A 16,500 square foot drone hangar to house two drones
was erected on agricultural land without public notice and
prior to a Lāna’i Planning Commission meeting, showing a lack
of good faith.

Credit: Photo by Sally Kaye

 

In the Use Determination Application the drone is repeatedly
referred to as an “airplane” or “aircraft” and an airstrip was
created while, in Maui County, airports are not allowed on
agricultural land.

A longtime traditional Hawaiian practitioner is intervening in
the  approval  process  based  on  the  potential  violation,
requesting  protection  of  his  native  Hawaiian  traditional
practices that involve gathering plants and other items on the
undeveloped land. Approving agricultural land for industrial
use could set a precedent. It could also pave the way for
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construction of a second airport.

Despite announcing as early as July 16 that, due to public
outcry 5G was removed from the project, and then changing
their story in a press release, as of this writing RCUH still
has not amended their application to reflect this promise to
the community.

Even  if  the  application  is  amended  to  remove  5G,
applicants have said 4G would be used instead, as if beaming
4G wireless radiation into land and sea is safe. It is not.
Further,  even  if  removed  from  the  application,  5G  can  be
brought back at any time.

Image from RCUH Use Determination Application prepared by
Munekiyo Hiraga

 

RCUH  has  shown  a  lack  of  transparency  by  providing  scant
information about the elaborate project and pressuring for a
rushed decision. Completely absent from the application, for
example, is any mention of the specific frequency range of
electromagnetic radiation the drone will transmit. Missing as
well are a timeline for the project and a business plan.

What lies between approval and rejection of the project is the
nine member Lāna’i Planning Commission, a body of volunteers,
tasked with assessing the $120 million project to determine if
215 acres of former pineapple land should be used for the HAPS
drones.

To justify an agricultural use RCUH has promised watershed
characterization and a STEM (science, technology, engineering
and math) program for Lāna’i youth. Wireless enabled probes,
resembling  PVC  pipe  bombs  armed  with  sensors,  would  be
inserted  into  the  island’s  watershed  and  tracked  by  the
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drones, potentially irradiating the waters as they collect
data nonstop.

The 3100 residents of Lāna’i may be hesitant to speak out
against the project because it could be seen as indirectly
backed  by  billionaire  Larry  Ellison  who  owns  98%  of  the
island. The Oracle founder appears determined to bring his
high tech world to permanently change the culture of this
small, rural island situated in the most remote landmass on
the planet.

In the wake of the drone proposal the Hawaiian islands have
been  the  target  of  Google’s  huge  high  altitude  helium
balloon, LOON, which also flies in the stratosphere and is
designed to bring high speed internet to inaccessible areas
and to share connectivity with the HAPS. The LOON transmits
wireless radiation to the ground extending signals over 3000
square miles.

The mysterious object, that the FAA had no knowledge of, was
spotted by Maui residents, while the HBAL663 LOON was tracked
online circling above Maui county for about a week (7/31/19 to
8/7/19) at around 60,000 feet. The tennis court sized balloon
passed right over the designated drone flight strip area on
Lāna’i, perhaps to collect weather and wireless communications
data  in  preparation  for  the  drone  launch,  since  the  two
projects are partnered.

Credit: Screenshot from FlightRadar24.com

 

Having  tech  giants  Google  and  SoftBank  with  their  global
corporate ambitions at your doorstep would be overwhelming for
even the most seasoned, savvy corporate executives. The Lāna’i
Planning  Commission,  whose  members  are  volunteers,  is  ill
equipped to deal with a complex project of this magnitude that
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has vast implications, far beyond the confines of the small
island.

Final plans are to turn Lāna’i into a drone manufacturing
plant and launch pad potentially flying thousands of massive
drones over much of the world’s population forming a 5G mesh
network for the Internet of Things (IoT) while blanketing the
earth in wireless radiation.  

Stop Massive 5G Drones

In  collaboration  with  KeepYourPower.org,  we  are  urgently
gathering  petition  signatures  to  ban  these  high  altitude
radiation emitting technologies from Maui airspace until they
can be proven safe. This is a global issue. Anyone can sign.

Secretive, experimental, high altitude technology (massive
drones, pseudo-satellites, huge helium balloons, etc.) with
4G/5G  wireless  communication  payloads  that  beam  toxic
wireless radiation deep into land and ocean, into all life
forms, should not be allowed in Hawai’i airspace.

Thousands of peer reviewed research studies show the negative
health effects of radiation from wireless technologies. 5G
especially is an alarming health hazard.

Wireless  technology  poses  significant  harm  to  humans,
animals, marine life, and the environment. We do not consent
to this harmful and invasive technology. We respectfully ask
you  to  please  protect  the  Hawaiian  islands,  follow  the
Precautionary Principle and ban this technology from Hawai’i
airspace unless it can be proven safe.

Sign the petition here.
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Activist  Post  Applies  for
NewsGuard’s  Coveted
“Conspiracy” Blacklist
Source: Activist Post

 

Activist Post Response To NewsGuard’s Request About Editorial
Practices

by Activist Post Editors
August 16, 2019

 

Activist Post is being considered for NewsGuard’s exclusive
“conspiracy” news blacklist. They recently contacted us about
our editorial practices to see if we qualify for this great
honor. For those who don’t know, NewsGuard is creating warning
labels to protect you from misinformation on the interwebs.
They’re  very  credible  with  a  former  Director  of  CIA  and
Secretary of the DHS on their board.

Activist Post came from humble beginnings as a free Blogger
site during the wild days of the Internet. Back then, Facebook
recklessly allowed grown adults to freely discover and share
content without any filters or pseudo-state fact checkers.
Feral humans could feast on any information they desired.
Greedy advertisers didn’t care about your political leanings
or if you believed in chemtrails. It was a level playing field
for independent bloggers to compete in the marketplace of
ideas. As a result, millions consumed Activist Post content
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without knowing it can turn their minds into gravy.

Because someone may be exposed to untruths on the Internet,
warning  labels  are  just  common  sense.  A  wise  man  named
Morpheus once said “Most of these people are not ready to be
unplugged.  And  many  of  them  are  so  inured,  so  hopelessly
dependent on the system, that they will fight to defend it.”
That’s why we support NewsGuard’s mission of “restoring trust
and accountability” in news.

And, if we’re being honest, landing on another conspiracy
blacklist would give us major street cred. Imagine an upstart
“truther” blog trying to compete with us without NewsGuard’s
mark.  Imagine  anyone  seeking  to  question  the  official
narrative  of  events.  Who  are  they  going  to  trust?  That’s
right, a NewsGuard certified conspiracy site.

Editorial Practices

Activist Post does exactly opposite of the corporate media: we
ask questions, research, and give our honest take on events.
Our  agenda  is  to  expose  corruption  and  promote  peace  and
individual liberty.

Our information-gathering process begins by wearing our most
comfortable pajama pants, making fresh Costa Rican coffee, and
taking a deep drag of sativa cannabis to get the creative
juices flowing. Then we examine the corporate media to find
which lies piss us off the most. We expose those lies with
data and sources, and explain why they threaten peace and
freedom. Rinse and repeat.

For instance, every source that NewsGuard labels as “trusted”
produces a constant stream of lies and propaganda to promote
more war abroad and a nanny police state at home.  Their
pathetic  journalism  and  naked  agenda  gives  us  an  endless
supply of content.

Conspiracy Credentials



We don’t believe the official story of September 11th.1.
Building 7 and all. We don’t know what really happened,
but it seems clear that someone in power “hated us for
our freedoms” judging by how many we lost following
that event. Ask your NewsGuard advisors Tom Ridge and
Michael Hayden for more details about spying on all
Americans  without  a  warrant  and  molesting  innocent
people at airports after 9/11.

We think the official reasons for going to war in2.
Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, Yemen, Syria and Iran are
complete bullshit. Non-existent WMDs and humanitarian
bombs to spread democracy, really? Some alternative
sources  claim  they’re  about  resource  control  which
seems  plausible.  However,  we  go  even  further.  We
believe the cabal wants to gain control of the few
remaining independent central banks on earth. After
all, why occupy nations by force when you can enslave
them through phony debt? And somebody’s got to protect
the US dollar from competition, right?

We  think  the  left-right  political  paradigm  is3.
manufactured to give people the illusion of choice.
It’s never been more obvious that politics is a reality
show. Incidentally, democracy doesn’t ensure freedom
anyway, especially when the public is brainwashed with
only one narrative.

We believe central banking and the fractional reserve4.
system makes politics irrelevant.

We  think  the  war  on  drugs  is  immoral,  illogical,5.
ineffective, and criminally harmful. It destroys more
lives than drugs themselves. And it’s a convenient
excuse for government to violate the rights of peaceful



people. It appears to be a conspiracy too.

We  are  pro-choice  for  vaccines.  We  oppose  forced6.
medication. Gasp!

We don’t think CO2 is a pollutant.7.

Our YouTube channel was terminated before it was cool8.
for saying sex robots were objects, not subjects. It
must’ve triggered the robot censors presumably because
it thinks it’s alive.

We were labeled “Russian Propaganda” for publishing9.
unfavorable  things  about  Hillary  Clinton.  A  claim
we admitted to here.

We have acquired “Strong Conspiracy” ratings from other10.
agencies:

MediaBiasFactCheck about Activist Post – “Sources in
the  Conspiracy-Pseudoscience  category  may  publish
unverifiable information that is not always supported
by evidence. These sources may be untrustworthy for
credible/verifiable  information,  therefore  fact
checking and further investigation is recommended on a
per article basis when obtaining information from these
sources.”

Washington University academic paper features Activist
Post as one of the “Influential Domains in Alternative
Narratives.”

SourceWatch labels us a conspiracy site for the books
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we  recommend.  Whatever  you  do  kids,  don’t  read
these  books.

RationalWiki says Activist Post’s specialty is “left-
wing conspiracy-mongering.”

US News and World Report says Activist Post is a “fake
news  site  to  avoid  at  all  costs”  citing
FakeNewsWatch.com, a site that no longer exists likely
due to civil lawsuits…

We hope this is enough to qualify for NewsGuard’s conspiracy
warning. The label would help us keep undesirables away. We
only want free-thinking individuals who prefer peace, love and
liberty at Activist Post. Close-minded, indoctrinated tools
who want more war, hate, and oppression will have a safe space
at NewsGuard’s green-check websites.

We Need to Talk About Search
Source: The Corbett Report

by James Corbett
August 16, 2019
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Watch this video on BitChute / DTube / Minds.com / YouTube

 

Why does no one seem to understand the bigger picture of
search algorithm manipulation. This isn’t about being able to
work around search blacklists to find certain information,
it’s about how we are being steered toward a future where we
will not have control over search results at all. We will ask
our computer oracles a question and we will get one pre-
approved answer. This is the nightmare future we are stumbling
into, and (almost) no one seems to get it.

SHOW NOTES:
YouTube Blacklists Federal Reserve Information. It’s Up To YOU
To Spread It!

Eric Schmidt to Charlie Rose: Multiple search results are a
bug, not a feature

Google  Insider  reveals  Google’s  search  manipulation  is
designed to program us

Truthstream Media: The Infallible AI “Oracle” and the Future
of “One Shot” Answers

The Library of Babel – Film, Literature and the New World
Order

Broc’s Twitter experiment: searching for Epstein

America’s Birthplace 2019: A
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UNESCO World Heritage Site of
Global  Culture  and
Interdependence
Source:  Truthstream Media

by Aaron & Melissa Dykes
April 24, 2019

 

https://youtu.be/zQIJf3gmsDQ

 

It’s honestly a weird feeling to go to the birthplace of
America – where the ideals of freedom, liberty, independence,
etc. were enshrined – only to find that these symbols have
been watered down, transferred, or stolen, and subsumed into a
“global vision” that lacks substance, sovereignty or liberty
of any kind. And yes, U.S. of A. is a “republic” not a
“democracy” in the first place – but the powers that be are
replacing either/both of those anyway…

The United Nations takeover of United States’ landmarks is
sending a clear message to newer generations – that the days
of the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, independence, and the
like are somehow gone – magically evaporated in the wake of a
new world order that no one voted for, only a tiny elite few
championed, and yet everyone is supposed to yield and submit
to.
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Technocracy Rising: The Hard
Road to World Order
Source:  The Corbett Report

 

 

Watch this video on BitChute / DTube / YouTube or Download the
mp4

SHOW NOTES:

Technocracy.news

Technocracy: The Hard Road to World Order

Previous Patrick Wood Interviews

How/Why Big Oil Conquered The World

Patrick Wood Exposes the “Resource-Based Economy”

What Is Sustainable Development?

The Hard Road to World Order

Analysis: The Benefits Of Technocracy In China

Made in China: The Revenge of the Nerds

Earth Dollar

Episode 328 – The Bitcoin Psyop
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Description

Technocracy: The Hard Road to World Order

by Patrick Wood

 

In 1974, Trilateral Commission member and academic Richard
Gardner wrote an article “The Hard Road to World Order” for
Foreign  Affairs  magazine,  predicting  the  future  of  the
Commission’s self-proclaimed New International Economic Order.
Gardner spoke of an “end-run around national sovereignty”, a
“booming, buzzing confusion” and building it from the “bottom
up” rather than attempting an “old-fashioned frontal assault.”

After almost 45 years, it is time to examine the record. In
Technocracy: The Hard Road to World Order, Wood traces the
steps  and  developments  that  led  to  the  United  Nations’
establishment of Sustainable Development as an outgrowth of
historic Technocracy from the 1930s. UN programs such as 2030
Agenda, New Urban Agenda and the Paris Climate Agreement are
all  working  together  to  displace  Capitalism  and  Free
Enterprise  as  the  world’s  principal  economic  system.

As a resource-based economic system, Sustainable Development
intends to take control of all resources, all production and
all  consumption  on  planet  earth,  leaving  all  of  its
inhabitants to be micro-managed by a Scientific Dictatorship.
Topics covered include the devolution of federal governments
combined  with  the  rise  of  global  Smart  Cities.  Tools  are
examined,  like  ubiquitous  surveillance,  collaborative
governance,  Public-Private  Partnerships,  Reflexive  Law,
Fintech, including crypto currencies and the drive toward a
cashless society.

The  spiritual  aspect  of  Sustainable  Development  is  also
explored as an important component of manipulation. Looking
underneath the cover of globalization, Wood shatters the false
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narrative of a promised Utopia and exposes the true nature of
the deception used to promote this new economic order.

Those elite who hate the bedrock of American liberty and its
time-tested Constitution have pulled out all the stops to
destroy both, and it’s time for citizens to stand up to reject
them. As always, Wood closes with the nature of effective
resistance and the tools that can help to achieve success.

 

Our  Mysterious  Governance
System & AI: Who and What is
in  Charge  Here  on  Planet
Earth?
Source: The Solari Report
Published on Oct 30, 2018

 

Harry Blazer on Artificial Intelligence

 

In  his  discussion  with  Hugo  de  Garis  on  Artificial
Intelligence, Harry Blazer gave an impassioned description of
our mysterious governance system on planet earth, the dangers
that AI is belng used to implement central control and the
risks this poses to life.
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I, For One, Welcome Our New
Robot Overlords…
Source: The Corbett Report

 

Watch this video on BitChute / DTube / Minds.com / YouTube

…and so should you! Just kidding. Today we explore the cute
and cuddly side of the propaganda push to normalize robots in
our everyday life…and the darker side of this phenomenon that
they’re trying to distract us from.

SHOW NOTES
Pepper the robot appears before Education Committee

We Need A Word For This

Boston Dynamics Big Dog (new video March 2008)

UpTown Spot from Boston Dynamics

Uncle Sam Doesn’t Want You Anymore

Buy your copy of the 9/11 War Games + 9/11 Trillions DVD

Mike Krentz, graphic design
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Story at-a-glance

Google and Facebook are two of the largest and clearest
monopolies  in  the  world  and,  between  them,  the
harvesting of your personal information goes far beyond
what most people realize is even possible
Ninety-eight percent of Facebook’s revenue comes from
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advertising, totaling $39.9 billion last year alone. The
more  personal  information  you  share,  the  greater
Facebook’s  profit  stream
Cambridge Analytica is accused of creating a system to
profile  individual  U.S.  voters  using  “improperly
gleaned” data from 87 million Facebook users to target
them  with  personalized  political  ads  during  the
presidential  campaign
Google is not only the largest monopoly in the world,
it’s also the world’s greatest artificial intelligence
(AI) company, which facilitates the company’s ability to
sort through all your data with deep learning algorithms
to detect patterns that can be exploited for profit
The data harvesting going on between Facebook and Google
is enormous. A summary of the kind of information these
two corporations collect, track and store on each and
every single user is included

 

Google  and  Facebook  are  two  of  the  largest  and  clearest
monopolies in the world, and between them, the harvesting of
your personal information goes far beyond what most people
realize was even possible.

I have recently removed Google Search from this website and
replaced with a search engine without the privacy concerns,
but has similar capabilities.   The search bar at the top of
the website is the most used and essential feature for you to
research the many thousands of pages I’ve published over the
last 20 years.

Google catches every single thing you do online if you’re
using a Google-based feature, and Facebook has a record of
everything you’ve ever said or “liked.” All of this data is



being used to build very powerful personality profiles that
are sold for profit and used in a variety of different ways.

As previously reported by Gawker:1

“Every word of every email sent through Gmail and every click
made on a Chrome browser is watched by the company. ‘We don’t
need you to type at all,’ [Google co-founder Eric] Schmidt
once said. ‘We know where you are. We know where you’ve been.
We can more or less know what you’re thinking about.’”

 

Facebook Sells Your User Data, and It Can Be Used Against You

 

According to CNN Money,2 98 percent of Facebook’s revenue comes
from advertising, totaling $39.9 billion last year alone. The
company is now facing a firestorm after The New York Times and
British  media  outlets  reported  Cambridge  Analytica  used
“improperly gleaned” data from 87 million Facebook users to

influence American voters.3

This is not the first time political parties have utilized
facebook data without your knowledge, and it won’t be the
last.   Political  parties will continue to fight about who
used what data to manipulate voters in the least worst way. 
 What is important to understand is that you and your network
of friends are being heavily watched and this data is sold
with the intent to manipulate your actions.

This manipulation is not just about politics, it’s making YOU
the product.  The intimate details about you, your family and
friends are being sold because it is valuable to entities that
want to influence you.

In  the  video  above,  Cambridge  Analytica  data  scientist
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Christopher  Wylie,  who  blew  the  whistle  on  his  employer,
revealing  the  company  built  “a  system  that  could  profile
individual  U.S.  voters  in  order  to  target  them  with
personalized political advertisements” during the presidential
campaign. As noted by CNN:

“If the Cambridge Analytica scandal leads to tougher data
protection regulations — as some policymakers are demanding —
or puts people off sharing as much about themselves online,
that could hurt Facebook’s revenue, and that of all social
media platforms.”

It’s important to realize that Google is also the world’s
greatest  artificial  intelligence  (AI)  company,  having
purchased Deep Mind for $400 million several years ago. Deep
Mind  now  employs  over  700  AI  researchers,  the  largest
collection  anywhere  in  the  world.

They are responsible for defeating the human Go champion in
2017, which far exceeds the complexity of defeating a human
chess champion. With this level of AI, it is not hard for them
to  sort  through  all  your  data  with  their  deep  learning
algorithms  to  detect  patterns  that  can  be  exploited  for
profit.

What Kind of Data Does Facebook and Google Really Have on You?

In a March 30 article for The Guardian,4 Dylan Curran takes a
deep dive into the data harvesting going on between Facebook
and Google, and for anyone concerned about their privacy, the
results are disconcerting to say the least. Here’s a summary
list  of  the  kind  of  information  these  two  corporations
collect, track and store on each and every single user:

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2018/04/18/google-and-facebook.aspx?utm_source=dnl&utm_medium=email&utm_content=art1&utm_campaign=20180418Z1_UCM&et_cid=DM200594&et_rid=279020538#_edn4


Extremely detailed location tracking
If you have a Google-enabled device on your person that has
location tracking turned on, it will store the exact details

of where you are at any given moment, and this data
accumulates from the first day you started using Google on
the device. To review the details of your own data, see this

Google Maps Timeline link.5

Complete search histories on all devices
Google keeps tabs on everything you’ve ever searched for, on
any device, including search histories you’ve deleted from an

individual device. To check your own search data, see

Google’s MyActivity page.6

Personalized advertisement profile
Based on your data profile — location, gender, age, work and

private interests, relationship status, income, health
concerns, future plans and so on — Google creates

personalized advertisements that might interest you. Have you
ever done a search for a particular product or service and
suddenly found yourself flooded with ads for that precise

thing? That’s your data profile at work. To see your

personalized ad profile, see Google’s Ads Settings.7

App usage
Do you use apps and extensions? If so, Google knows which
ones you’re using, how often, when, where and with whom

you’re interacting when you do. To see your app usage data,

check out Google’s Security Permission Settings.8

YouTube history
Much can be gleaned from the types of videos you’re

interested in, and Google keeps tabs on every single one
you’ve ever searched for, watched and commented on. To review

your own data, see your Youtube Feed History page.9
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Facebook interactions
Like Google, Facebook records, tracks and stores every single

thing you do on Facebook: Every post, comment, “like,”
private message and file ever sent and received, contacts,
friends lists, login locations, stickers and more. Even the

recurrent use of certain words is noted and can become
valuable currency for advertisers.

When Curran downloaded all of the information Facebook has
stored on him, he ended up with a 600MG file, or roughly
400,000 word documents. For individuals who start using

Facebook at a young age, the lifetime data harvest could be
inconceivably large. To view and download your Facebook data,

see Facebook’s Download Your Info page.10

Clandestine microphone access
Disturbingly, both Facebook and Google have the ability to

access your microphone without your knowledge. If you
suddenly find yourself on the receiving end of ads for

products or services you just spoke about out loud, chances
are one or more apps are linked into your microphone and are
eavesdropping. Below is a video by Safer Tech describing how
to disable the microphone on your device to prevent Facebook

and Google apps from listening in.11
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Clandestine webcam access
Your built-in webcam on your phone, tablet, laptop or

computer can also be accessed by various apps. To learn more
about app permissions, see “How to Master Your App

Permissions So You Don’t Get Hacked — The Full Guide,” by

Heimdal Security.12

As noted in this article, “For a long time, app permissions
were something the regular PC user had no idea about. When

installing new software on a computer, we were never asked if
application X could access our web camera, our list of

contacts, etc. … App permissions may seem like a nuisance,
but the better you know how they work, the safer you can keep

your data.”

Event tracking
By tracking your Google calendar entries, combined with your
location data, Google knows what events you’ve attended, when

and for how long.

Your fitness routine
If you use Google Fit, all the details about your fitness

routine and workouts, down to how many steps you’ve taken on
any given day, are recorded and stored.

A lifetime of photographic evidence
Twenty years ago, photos were a private matter, reminisced
over in photo albums and displayed around the home. Today,
people’s lives are on public display online, and Google
captures it all. When combined with facial recognition

software and other technological identification applications,
including metadata detailing the time and place of each snap,

your photos are a treasure trove of private information.

A lifetime of emails
Google also has every single email you’ve ever sent, received

and deleted.
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Deleted files and information
You probably delete files and information every now and then
for the sake of safety, right? You might decide to delete

that list of passwords from your phone, for example, in case
you lose it or it gets hacked. Well, Google still has all of

that information.
As noted by Curran, showing a screen shot of his downloaded

Google data, “This is my Google Drive, which includes files I
explicitly deleted, including my resume, my monthly budget

and all the code, files and websites I’ve ever made, and even
my PGP private key, which I deleted, that I use to encrypt

emails.”

If you’ve done it or researched it, Google and Facebook have
a record of it

Like Facebook, Google allows you to download a copy of the
data they have stored on you. Curran’s personal data cache
from Google was 5.5GB big, equal to about 3 million word
documents. Essentially, your Google account contains a

detailed diary of everything you’ve ever done or planned to
do, and where you were when you did it. To download your own

Google cache, see Google’s Takeout page.13

How Is Your Personal Information Being Used?

Google has “your bookmarks, emails, contacts, your Google
Drive files … your YouTube videos, the photos you’ve taken on
your phone, the businesses you’ve bought from, the products
you’ve bought through Google … data from your calendar, your
Google Hangout sessions, your location history, the music you
listen to, the Google books you’ve purchased, the Google
groups you’re in, the websites you’ve created, the phones
you’ve owned, the pages you’ve shared, how many steps you
walk in a day,” Curran writes, noting his own data cache

included:14

“… every Google Ad I’ve ever viewed or clicked on, every app
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I’ve ever launched or used and when I did it, every website
I’ve ever visited and what time I did it at, and every app
I’ve ever installed or searched for.

They also have every image I’ve ever searched for and saved,
every location I’ve ever searched for or clicked on, every
news article I’ve ever searched for or read, and every single
Google search I’ve made since 2009. And then finally, every
YouTube video I’ve ever searched for or viewed, since 2008.

This information has millions of nefarious uses. You say
you’re not a terrorist. Then how come you were Googling Isis?
… Manage to gain access to someone’s Google account? Perfect,
you have a chronological diary of everything that person has
done for the last 10 years.”

Indeed,  the  2013  article,  “What  Surveillance  Valley  Knows

About You,”15 is an eye-opening read that may be well worth
your time, describing just how grossly invasive this data
collection and distribution is, and how dangerous it can be if
you end up on certain lists. Unfortunately, many still fail to
see the problem Google presents.

Its services are useful and practical, making life easier in
many ways, and more fun in others. That’s the bait, and many
have  swallowed  it  hook,  line  and  sinker,  not  giving  any
thought to the ultimate price paid for such conveniences, or
simply underestimating the threat that all of this personal
data collection poses. If you fall into this category, I ask
you  to  give  this  issue  some  serious  thought,  because
monopolies threaten our very way of life, and in more ways
than one.

 

Employees Uneasy About Militarization of Google
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Google’s data harvesting is particularly concerning in light

of its military connections,16 and the fact the company has
repeatedly  been  caught  infringing  on  privacy  rights  and
misrepresenting the type and amount of data it collects and
shares on its users. Make no mistake about it: Capturing user

data is Google’s primary business.17 The fact that it provides
practical services while doing so only serves as a convenient
distraction from the fact that privacy violations are taking
place.

Earlier this month, more than 3,100 Google employees signed a
letter to CEO Sundar Pichai, urging him not to go ahead with
plans  to  provide  AI  technology  to  the  Pentagon’s  drone

program, known as Project Maven. As reported by Fox News,18

“Google’s AI contribution could … improve the system’s ability
[to] analyze video and potentially be used to identify targets
and civilians.” The letter also urges Pichai to establish a
corporate  policy  that  disallows  it  from  participating  in
“warfare technology.”

Email correspondence obtained via freedom of information act
requests  also  reveal  Google  has  maintained  an  intimate
relationship with the National Security Agency (NSA) for a

number of years. In 2014, Al Jazeera19 published correspondence
between  NSA  director  general  Keith  Alexander  and  Google
executives Sergey Brin and Eric Schmidt. At the time, former
NSA contractor Edward Snowden had gone public about the NSA’s
ability to spy on civilians.

In  a  60  Minutes  special,  NSA  cyberdefense  chief  Debora
Plunkett claimed the agency had thwarted a plot by the Chinese
to  capitalize  on  a  technical  vulnerability  in  the  basic
input/output  system  (BIOS)  of  computers  sold  to  the  U.S.
System BIOS refers to the firmware that initializes hardware
activation  when  you  start  up  your  computer,  and  provides
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runtime  services  for  the  operating  system  and  various
programs.  Plunkett  claimed  the  NSA  worked  with  computer
manufacturers to fix the vulnerability.

However, according to Al Jazeera, the NSA did “exactly what
Plunkett  accused  a  nation-state  of  doing  during  her
interview,” namely inserting back doors into BIOS, thereby
gaining  access  to  the  raw  data  of  any  given  computer.
According to a 2013 article by Spiegel Online, an internal NSA
catalog reveals the agency in fact has back door access for a

number of different end-user devices.20

 

The Making of an Orwellian State

Some experts believe the plan to combine Alphabet-Google’s
data harvesting with a military 5G network is a very bad idea.
“What could possibly go wrong with a nationalized, dual-use,
military-civilian, secure 5G wireless network to centralize
all military and civilian U.S. transportation traffic control
and management with Alphabet-Google as the only commercial
wireless ISP ‘financing/anchor tenant?’ Way too much,” Scott
Cleland,  former  White  House  deputy  coordinator  for
international communications and information policy, writes on

his blog.21

“… National Security Council Staff apparently have a network
vision  for  a  secure  5G  wireless  network  for  the  U.S.
military,  that  is  ultimately  capable  of  C3I  (command,
control,  communications,  and  intelligence)  of  the  ‘total
situational-awareness,’  necessary  for  the  21st  century,
‘Internet  of  the  Battlefield’  of  integrated,  autonomous
warfare of vehicles, drones and robots …

Who could compete with a new government-sanctioned, Alphabet-
Google, ‘information transportation superhighway’ monopoly?
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Who’s  going  to  watch  these  watchers?  And  what  are  the
incorruptible proposed checks and balances to prevent the
near absolute power of a ‘Google-GoverNet’ from becoming a
modern Orwellian Big Brother Inc.? …

Consumer networks are the primary security vulnerability for
national  security  networks.  Alphabet-Google  has  well-
documented  hostility  to  cybersecurity,  privacy,  and
accountability to government. Comingling Google’s unmatched
civilian surveillance database with military C3I artificial
intelligence capabilities on the same network is a recipe for
abuse  of  power  …  And  Alphabet-Google  warrants  antitrust
scrutiny and prosecution, not antitrust absolution.”

 

Protect Your Privacy by Avoiding Google and Facebook

Indeed, Alphabet, the rebranded parent company of Google and
its many divisions, has turned into an octopus-like super
entity  with  tentacles  reaching  into  government,  food
production, health care, education, military applications and
the creation of AIs that may run more or less independently. A
key  component  of  many  of  these  enterprises  is  incredibly
detailed personal usage data.

Ultimately, your user data and personal details can be used
for everything from creating personalized advertising to AI-
equipped robotic warfare applications. As noted in previous
articles, Google’s involvement in education and health care
also has far-reaching ramifications, and in these settings
your personal data could potentially be used to influence not
only  your  personal  lifestyle  decisions  but  also  to  shape
society at large.

Today,  being  a  conscious  consumer  includes  making  wise,
informed decisions about technology, and two of the greatest



personal data leaks in your life are Google and Facebook.
Here’s a summary of action steps you can take right now,
starting today, to protect your privacy. For more information,
see Goopocalypse.com’s boycott Google page.

1. Sign the “Don’t be evil” petition aimed at Google, created
by Citizens Against Monopoly

2. Avoid any and all Google products:

a. Stop using Google search engines. So far, one of the best

alternatives I’ve found is DuckDuckGo22

a. Uninstall Google Chrome and use the Opera browser instead,

available  for  all  computers  and  mobile  devices.23  From  a
security perspective, Opera is far superior to Chrome and
offers a free VPN service (virtual private network) to further
preserve your privacy

b. If you have a Gmail account, close it and open an account
with  a  non-Google  affiliated  email  service  such  as

ProtonMail,24 and encrypted email service based in Switzerland

c. Stop using Google docs. Digital Trends has published an

article suggesting a number of alternatives25

d. If you’re a high school student, do not convert the Google
accounts you created as a student into personal accounts

3. Minimize your use of Facebook, and be mindful of what you
post, click, and comment on while there
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Chemtrails,  Terraforming,
Transhumanism and You
Chemtrails, Terraforming, Transhumanism and You
by Zen Gardner
April 22, 2016

 

What  most  people  are  not  allowing  to  coalesce  in  their
consciousness  is  the  grand  scheme  behind  the  so-called
chemtrail  program,  also  known  on  a  more  macro  level  as
geoengineering.

Geoengineering is an ongoing operation to steer and fabricate
not only the world’s weather, but its food growing cycles,
disasters, and the deliberate manipulation of economic and
geopolitical trends, such as the weakening of governments and
the placement of humanity to more controllable centers. Like
any and all of these massive manipulative programs under way
against  humanity,  these  attack  vectors  have  multi-fold
purposes.

We know the slow and steady depopulation of especially the
northern hemisphere is under way via a variety of programs,
from  chemical  and  genetic  sterilization  to  growing  food
scarcity  and  outright  sickness  inducement.  Instead  of
government or international agencies working to actually help
and heal humanity, their agenda is clearly documented as being
one  of  human  impairment  and  reduction  in  numbers,  easily
accessible  information  on  this  being  available  in  UN
documents, tank papers and the stated goals of eugenicists for
decades.

Even more nefarious is the introduction of nanotechnology into
a wide range of these assaults. While transhumanism has been
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successfully popularized and embedded into mainstream culture
and the robotization of our workforce made fashionable, little
do people realize that amongst the chemtrail particulates have
been  found  intelligent  nanoparticles  designed  to  make  the
human body and any living organism a micro transceiver of
information. (See CarnicomInstitute.com)

Ray Kurzweil, a major proponent of artificial intelligence and
the mis-named singularity and human so-called transcendence to
machine status and supposed infinite longevity, is even more
Orwellianly a top exec at the massive intelligence OP called
GoogleInc. I say mis-named singularity as this term originally
indicated  a  transition  in  consciousness  and  society  when
information  met  an  apex  in  acceleration.  They’ve  since
bastardized this notion to say it would indicate the takeover
by artificial intelligence.

How  convenient  for  those  seeking  maniacal  control  of
absolutely everything. All of this speaks to the psychopathic
depth of these control programs.

In addition, the earth, our beloved Gaia, is being inundated
with toxic influences meant to break any and every natural
cycle there is. From changing the Schumann resonance of our
planet to our genetic make up, weather, radiation levels and
even magnetosphere, they will stop at nothing in their efforts
to literally terraform our planet. As insane as that sounds,
since it appears we all need to live here including these
psychopathic engineers, this speaks to something much deeper
and spiritually nefarious.

For  whom  is  this  environment  being  changed?  Is  a  grand
experiment under way to create a survivable race of humanoids
who can adapt to a toxic environment for the purpose of easy
dominion by a very few? And from whence are these creatures
who tolerate such an altered state, or think they can survive
unscathed by their wicked, unnatural machinations?

http://carnicominstitute.org/


These are questions we should be asking when investigating
these programs. If we cannot connect the dots, as creepy a
picture as this information may paint, we won’t be able to
confront, never mind expose, the depths of manipulation and
control to which we’re being subjected.

Identifying the obvious, such as the chemical invasion of our
skies, is just the beginning. They are trying to keep us at
bay by drawing the line on our collective awareness as they do
at  every  level  of  projected  information  regarding  their
ongoing programs.

Let’s take this investigation and exposure to its full extent
on every front. There is an overall agenda humanity needs to
wake up to before we can begin to counter it.

But always remember, our awakening of eternal consciousness is
the ultimate weapon, and solution. Get there first, and the
rest will be evident.

Much love,

Zen Gardner

 

Zen Gardner is an impactful and controversial author
and speaker with a piercing philosophical viewpoint.
His writings have been circulated to millions and his

personal story has caused no small stir amongst the entrenched
alternative pundits. His book You Are the Awakening has met
rave  reviews  and  is  available  on  amazon.com.  You  Are  the
Awakening examines the dynamics of the awakening to a more
conscious awareness of who we are and why we are here –
dynamics which are much different from the programmed approach
of this world we were born into.
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So  What’s  Really  Happening
Now?
So What’s Really Happening Now?
by Zen Gardner
June 26, 2015

 

There’s been something of a lull in truly major developments
of late, despite all the garish noise and typical bravado of
global figureheads and their complicit media and a few events
here  and  there.  Sure,  there  are  skirmishes  worldwide  and
economies continue to crumble as governments continue their
draconian crackdowns, but the urgency of many regarding our
ongoing situation is apparently suspended in some sort of
strange  holding  pattern.While  it’s  encouraging  that  the
awakening is keeping TPTB’s machinations at bay and forcing
them to change directions and tactics, I find it nonetheless a
bit foreboding.  It’s clearly not a time to let our guards
down.The indicators that this September and October hold some
interesting confluences is nothing to ignore. The signs are
very clear and it’s obvious they’re up to no good.

If you think back to 9/11, there were no warnings as to the
vast dimension of what was about to transpire on the world
stage.  That  particular  sudden  shift  in  the  collective
consciousness  and  the  subsequent  restructuring  of  society
within that emotionally charged atmosphere were unprecedented.
Surely the beginnings of the World Wars and the false flag
events that were used to justify them as well as draw in US
participation such as the sinking of the Maine, the Lusitania
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and then the infamous Pearl Harbor set up, were similarly
traumatic for their day.

But in this modern era of instantaneous communication and
media dominance and global interconnectedness the 9/11 events
were exponentially more drastic, which portends for further
such engineered catastrophes.

The Russian Gambit

Since the Muslim terrorism meme seems to be running out of
relative steam, especially now that it’s clear the West is
again using these same elements they groomed from the start to
foment their wars, they’ve now resurrected the Russian demon.
Russia and the US have been working in close cooperation for
decades on many levels, especially after the West imploded
their  economy  and  their  previous  Union  was  drastically
dispersed.

Russia has needed outside help to get back on her feet so we
know there is a lot more going on behind the scenes than meets
the eye. Over time the tables have turned somewhat as they’ve
gained more economic independence and exploited their vast
natural resources, something the West has had their eye on all
along. Ukraine is one such gem of natural wealth, as outlined
in globalist architect Zbigniew Brzezinski’s book The Grand
Chessboard in 1997 where the allusion to the need for a new
Pearl Harbor was first coined and where he also names the
countries and states of that entire region as the prize the
West should strive to control.

Never discount the fact that this entire play we’re witnessing
is fully staged. At the very least it is being carefully
manipulated to create just the atmosphere that will take the
New World Order plan to its next level. The TTIP and coming UN
meeting in September to put their imprimatur on the next stage
attests to this.

Similar to the global economic take down to bring about a one



world digital currency, the hidden powers behind the scenes
know exactly what they’re doing, despite any setbacks their
interim plans may have taken.

The Doors for Major Events Are Wide Open
Unfortunately a variety of options are now available as lynch-
pins they can yank out at any moment that would make the
wheels  fall  off  of  our  current  societal  structure  and
drastically  change  humanity’s  course.  Not  only  could  this
orchestrated  cold  war  simulation  burst  into  some  kind  of
military conflagration, whether limited or an all out nuclear
war thus changing the course of humanity profoundly, but the
undermining of Syria continues, as does the pugnacious Israeli
hate for Iran that apparently cannot be satisfied, just to
name two such vectors.

Add  to  that  the  descent  of  the  United  States  into  a
totalitarian 3rd world state with a first world military and
the potential for another major false flag event, not just to
distract from domestic issues and the clearly seen unraveling
at hand, but to galvanize the mass American mind into the next
level of hysterical jingoism. In that climate the US machine
can go after any named culprit it wants, having saturated the
Middle East and Eastern Europe with military installations,
especially over the past 14 years, and now gaining massive
impetus.

This may be stating the obvious but this is our real time
predicament. And we must be prepared for any eventuality. We
won’t be warned by them, that’s for sure. The value of just
such a drastic manipulated event is in the emotional impact,
massively  supported  by  government  propaganda  via  their
mainstream media mouthpieces, dutifully filling in the blanks
as  to  whodunnit  and  why  we  need  more  war  and  domestic
controls. This scenario then bleeds into the NATO countries
the fastest and travels the world in new restrictions and mind
traps, all based on fear.



The Walking Dead
These are not very pleasant scenarios, but if we can’t see the
handwriting on the wall by now we’re in even worse shape
already.

Despite the sabre-rattling and economic, military and police
crackdowns, most think the world will just keep trundling on
with little adjustments here and there, but all will be fine.
Their faith and reliance on authority refuses to be shaken.
The  consequences  of  such  thinking  may  require  individual
action and that option was engineered to be discarded in most
cases since birth.

If anyone isn’t aware of the grand plan to institute global
governance they are seriously hindered from connecting the
dots of this worldwide meltdown. Once you understand the plan,
everything from the Agenda 21 driven land grabs, gun control
false  flags,  and  the  plethora  of  other  One  World  driven
programs, to the deliberate evisceration of the world’s food
and water supply while toxifying anything that brings life to
the planet and its inhabitants come into focus.

Depopulation, disempowerment and gulag type city incarceration
are plainly stated plans of these megalomaniacs. The slightest
bit of open minded research will prove that to anyone willing
to investigate.

Spiritually It’s Anything But Calm
Many are experiencing very trying times as this transition
continues. As I’ve said repeatedly, for those not spiritually
prepared, the next major storm is going to hit very hard and
turn their worlds upside down in a moment. For those aware of
the forces at work and sensitive to spiritual conditions the
great war is already here and well under way. Is is already
World War 3 by the technical definition of world wars and
depopulation is also well under way.

When the ocean comes to life and the waves and currents become



tumultuous, everything in and on the sea is greatly affected.
Perhaps the deeper levels under the sea feel the impact less
immediately, but everything is part of the whole experience.
Similarly, as the waves of global tension rise and manifest in
all walks of life, so our spirits sense the deeper changes
working behind the scenes both causing and reacting to these
pressures and disruptions.

I know I and many others have been experiencing such changes.
Perhaps it’s difficult to concentrate, your sleep pattern is
disrupted, or waves of emotion and questions pass through
seemingly without reason, even to the point of anxiety and
depression. If you’ve been on a boat in rough seas it’s not
easy to do much of anything, be it writing, eating or hardly
any normal activity while being tossed by a storm. This is
what many are experiencing.

So before you get all introspective and down on yourself,
remember almost all of this is being brought on by external
influences. Know, too, that you are not alone in much of what
you are experiencing. We’re all in this turbulent bathtub
together. There are some very dark forces, both earthly and
spiritual, deliberately trying to make things confusing and
conducive to fear, a very suggestible state to be in.

This  is  why  the  media  is  pounding  on  the  tropes  they’ve
embedded into the mass mind harder than ever – humanity is
very susceptible in times like these.

Abandon Their Stinking, Sinking Ship
A story was told last year of how the passengers of a sinking
ferry boat were told to put on their life jackets but stay
where they were. Do not jump off the ship, even as it was
listing  they  were  told.  302  people  died  needlessly  as  a
result, while those who did abandon ship, following their
basic  instincts,  were  rescued  from  the  water.  Those  who
didn’t, died in their mind-frozen, authority-obeying seats, if
you will, holding on to their so-called life jackets, a token



gesture of care from rulers who don’t give a damn for who dies
or how many. They only want to preserve a semblance of order
as long as they can while their perfidy in perpetrated.

Don’t fall for the life jacket ploy. It’s like waiting for
FEMA to come to your rescue. It’s all a sham to keep you quiet
and staying in the boat. And just waiting for them to take the
initiative.

When people wake up to the reality that today’s authorities do
not have mankind’s well being or even survival at heart, and
are  in  fact  working  feverishly  for  its  demise  into
controllable factions of a vastly reduced number, they start
to approach the point of taking action.

This begs the question: will such activation be in time to
thwart their Machiavellian plan?

The Sleepy Sound of the Alluring Sirens
The Sirens of Greek mythology were beautiful, singing bird-
like maidens said to put unwary sailors to sleep as they lured
their ships onto the reefs and their ensuing destruction.
There couldn’t be a more fitting illustration of the shallow,
mind numbing spewings of the likes of of Obama, Cameron, and a
host of other puppeteered so-called first world leaders. It’s
all essentially a sleep inducing lie with a very disturbing,
destructive motive, dressed in syrupy sing song platitudes.

It seems the more they lie the more people believe them. As
the  adage  goes,  tell  a  big  enough  lie  and  everyone  will
believe it. That apparently applies to quantity of lies as
well.

History bears this out. Yet do we learn from it? Does anyone
know any history? Is the history that they have been taught
the truth, as in real, true history? These questions come
front and center as individuals proceed through the wake up
process.



Steady As She Goes
Spiritual  disciplines  and  communing  with  nature  are  very
healing, comforting and strengthening in times like these. As
is drawing close to those you love and who love you, as well
as  forming  active  community  with  other  awakened  souls  in
whatever form we can. Remembering that most of these strange
phenomena are outside spiritual attacks and influences will
help clear the mind and heart from confusion. This is also why
alternative information must include the so-called “bad” news
with the good; it’s important to keep track of these trends,
as well as continue to expose them to the unwary.

Our accumulated voice is rescuing and empowering people by the
day. Never ever let that be minimized in your mind and heart.

Do your best to be “steady as she goes” as we all traverse
this next phase. A major event is on the horizon in some shape
or form. It’s their trump card, having worked so well in the
past. They even brag about this fact. As David Rockefeller
infamously stated years ago, “All we need is the right major
crisis and the nations will accept the new world order.”

They cannot control us all, especially as the awakened grow in
strength and numbers. They’re aware of this, which is why
they’ve become somewhat slipshod in their execution of their
plans of late. They know time is of the essence, which, as I
said,  may  be  why  they  moved  straight  for  the  Russia
confrontation, temporarily bypassing their thwarted efforts to
go after Syria and Iran as was their admitted original plan.
But they’re still in play and obviously active.

Stay  alert  and  prepared  –  physically,  mentally  and
spiritually. And do your best to help prepare those around
you, and inspire even more to get prepared.

The storm that’s coming following this relative lull will be
earth-shattering. The US would gladly nuke one of its own
cities if it has to. Jade Helm is no innocuous drill. Insane



Israel would be happy to attack and nuke anyone or everyone to
push  their  self-serving  genocidal  program.  These  self
proclaimed controllers are all psychopaths, so never expect
anything to make sense or follow any sort of path of reason,
as much as they try to create scenarios to justify their
actions.

Don’t be lulled into complacency by contrived rhetoric. It’s
all a lie.

Very strange dark powers are at work. Stay supple, stay sharp,
stay acutely conscious – but keep your dukes up.

Much love, Zen

 

Zen Gardner is an impactful and controversial author
and speaker with a piercing philosophical viewpoint.
His writings have been circulated to millions and his

personal story has caused no small stir amongst the entrenched
alternative pundits. His book You Are the Awakening has met
rave  reviews  and  is  available  on  amazon.com.  You  Are  the
Awakening examines the dynamics of the awakening to a more
conscious awareness of who we are and why we are here –
dynamics which are much different from the programmed approach
of this world we were born into.
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October 30, 2013

 

I  recently  wrote  a  good  friend  and  fellow
activist/writer/researcher a hot headed note about the assault
we’re witnessing:

We’re so full-spectrum fucked I’m getting seriously tempted
to move into nature and just cut the fuck out….but you know I
won’t  unless  my  body  just  quits  on  me…funny  how  these
bastards have made the death option a viable choice to living
in this morass of deceit and manipulation…shit, this assault
is mind and soul boggling…

Ever  feel  that  way?  Lots  do,  and  are  acting  accordingly,
getting fully off the damn grid and just living with Mother
Earth as closely as they can. I envy them even though I’ve
moved away from the beast. At this point I feel strongly
compelled to do what I’m doing but the stench is so bad now it
can get a soul down. We can of course get as close as we can
to a balanced lifestyle and do our best to remain as free as
possible and cultivate the same in others. But it’s a fight.

The other implied option is “get the fuck out of here any way
you can…including death. This world is not fit to live in.”

Sad,  but  true.  Unfortunately  this  programmed  impulse  is
hitting a wide swathe of humanity, not just the US military.
In the UK, Greece, Italy and many other clamped on peoples
we’re seeing the heartbreaking reality of the elderly and
destitute taking their own lives out of desperation. Death in
their lives becomes a better option than living.

It’s Maddening – Of Course
What prompted that response is my walking with our pup to a
favorite park that is so peaceful, green and energetically
alive it’s just a real treat. Looking up, however, which I



constantly do, I again saw the full-on white-out-by-chemtrails
in this otherwise idyllic land, converting what would have
been a clear and sunny sky into a canopy of other-worldly grey
death.

That’ll piss you off bigtime, and in a hurry.

You make an effort to find a beautiful spot for rest and
rejuvenation  and  are  again  reminded  of  the  scope  of  the
invasion taking place on our planet. I know it happens to many
of us. Keeping tabs on this assault is empowering in that
you’re maintaining your sanity and clear vision, yet it can
close in on you like a vice when you’re powered-down and least
expect it.

The Agenda
Euthanasia, birth control and brutal suicide are the same.
Don’t  let  the  sanitized  bullshit  fool  you.  They’re
sociologically  induced  forms  of  murder  like  all  of  their
eugenics programs. Remember, they work very gradually. Oh so
incrementally people find themselves accepting the most anti-
life, anti-freedom, anti-moral and anti-conscious concepts and
resultant actions imaginable. Agenda 21 is a good re-cap of
their centuries old eugenics and population control program.
You can read their plans from many sources, including the
infamous and resoundingly decried Protocols of the Learned
Elders of Zion. They don’t mind putting it in black and white.
They’ve  simply  learned  that  nothing’s  in  public  awareness
until the “accepted” media says so.

Easy breezy at this point, for them.

No, not everybody falls for everything, but the overpowering
multi-faceted war on the human spirit wears people down one
area at a time. These implanted false ideas become tenets of
civilization and the rest is built on top of these false
pillars and foundations. That’s why truth archeologists are
screaming their heads off. Injected false assumptions have
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become  mainstays  of  the  ensuing  mass  thought  structure
creating the massive lie we’re now witnessing.

As Orwell so poignantly (and knowingly) pointed out:

“He  who  controls  the  past  controls  the  future.  He  who
controls the present controls the past.”

It’s all about the narrative. So-called recorded history is
the biggest mind screw going. The jury is still not out as far
as I’m concerned as to whether Orwell was deliberately warning
humanity about this plan he learned about from his buds in the
Fabian Society, or if he was just implanting the program and
idea, as his  mentor Huxley clearly was. While Orwell was
obviously  an  initiate,  many  things  he  later  says  in  his
letters  seem  to  indicate  he  had  serious  misgivings  about
whether such a society they were creating was right.

Either way, like the Protocols and many other documents, it’s
clear they were meant to come to pass. Because they have. If
you don’t believe that, read them again and just look at the
world around us. As the paraphrased quote by Napoleon says,
“History is written by the victors.” How horrifically true.
And we’re now at an apparent culmination of these falsely sold
plans as they poison, engineer and steer us clear out of our
very humanity.

Turning Adversity Into Action
It was once famously said, “Instead of throwing your life
away, why not give it away.” If anyone’s at the end of their
rope, it’s a terrific time to let go into a greater reality.
Right here.  That may not seem like practical advice to those
in dire straights, but the dynamic is the same.

The Controllers are like the obnoxious guest who enjoys seeing
people leave the party he’s jealously spoiling. It’s similar
to the internet troll mindset. “If I can spoil what’s going on
here I’ve done my job.” That’s exactly how fucked up it is.



And if that’s not apparent to you yet, you have some serious
learning to do.

Do we stop blogging, writing or talking about what’s going on
because  of  these  insipid  trolls?  Of  course  not!  They’re
literally  running  a  “wipe”  program  and  are  the  arrogant
bastards who sit back and hope we fall for it. It’s pure
bullshit  with  no  other  basis  than  the  fabricated  reality
they’re trying to sell us.

I have to admit as I did here, it does get a soul down at
times, this full spectrum assault we’re being subjected to. I
just  took  another  bunch  of  chlorella  tabs  and  did  my
homeopathic nasal spray when I got home after walking in all
that chem-shit. It affects us, and we are forced to react to
it and be conscious of it. But it’s how we handle it and
translate it into action that matters.

That’s our course of action. And if this knowledge doesn’t
lead to an activated life to help bring attention to these
issues and help our fellow man, I seriously wonder about those
people.

Be aware, rise above it, and be fully alive and active.

“We are the answer we’ve been waiting for” has never been so
true.

Much love, Zen

 

Zen Gardner is an impactful and controversial author
and speaker with a piercing philosophical viewpoint.
His writings have been circulated to millions and his

personal story has caused no small stir amongst the entrenched
alternative pundits. His book You Are the Awakening has met
rave  reviews  and  is  available  on  amazon.com.  You  Are  the
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Awakening examines the dynamics of the awakening to a more
conscious awareness of who we are and why we are here –
dynamics which are much different from the programmed approach
of this world we were born into.

Are We Irradiated Mutants in
a Techno-Spiritual Matrix?
Are We Irradiated Mutants in a Techno-Spiritual Matrix?
by Zen Gardner
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This might just explain,

the Fukushima spraydiation and other pending nuclear threats

airport scanners

HAARP and its affiliates

the massive abuse of medical and security scans

the EMF broadcast proliferation

GMOs

vaccines

chemtrails

fluoride,

…and the rest…
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They want us mutated. It’s pre-planned. And they want just the
right amount of dumbed-down handy fuel cells for an upgraded
occult World Brain,

i.e. “The Matrix”.

SciFi? I kid you not.

We’ve  suspected  this  all  along  and  seen  a  lot  of
circumstantial evidence, but this is going to blow all that
out of the water.

The Very Real Plan for the Matrix
We know the matrix to some extent is definitely real.

We’ve found that out by dot connecting massive amounts of
information derived through years of research. Some is hidden
in plain site as if they want us to get it and get used to it.
Other information is so damning they don’t want it to come to
light because it exposes with such clarity their arrogant,
Illuminist agenda and the perfidy of their dark, controlling
eugenic intentions.

This is just such information.

The endgame of a stifling one world group-think religion as
predicted by many and forecast by the would-be Controllers is
not going to come about by just declaring it.

These guys worship science and technology of all sorts as the
tools for bringing their Satanic agenda to life and have been
busily using them for decades. And they know humanity needs to
be “prepared and educated” as well as fearfully herded into
the next phase of this agenda.

Hand  in  hand,  Orwell  and  Huxley  predicted  technological
domination and a pharmacologically altered new world over 60
years ago.

Close.



But not at all complete by any means.

There  is  a  lot  more  to  their  scientific  world  domination
agenda, lots more.

Remember, The Enemy of Mankind Has No Empathy
Planning  and  scheming  for  an  ultimate  global  takeover  is
intrinsic to their heartless, wicked kind.

They’re  virtually  possessed  machines  carrying  out  their
masters’ bidding. “Classified” scientific ventures intermingle
with Illuminati think tanks, institutes and foundations, overt
and covert, worldwide, all bought and paid for and guided by
these same monied manipulating elites. The public sits numbly
by thinking “science” is finding better ways to serve mankind.

Yeah, like McDonald’s serves cattle better, with new packaging
on a different bun. Mooo.

They don’t care a gnat’s ass about humanity. We are fodder. We
are less than living cattle which they view as annoying frogs
on the highway to be run over. When you understand their
inhuman mindset you start to understand the real depths of
what’s going on.

But besides our temporary slave power to keep their machines
working, those of us who survive their depopulation drive are
being viewed as a possible fuel source to power a very weird
future occult world they envision.

They call it “illuminated”. The “greater good” to them… is
them… and a world that caters to these self same elites and
whatever occult designs suit their whims. While even more
insidious forces are behind them, that’s the underlying self-
serving thrust.

And  it  doesn’t  matter  how  they  try  to  disguise  it,  it
permeates  everything.



Meet the Modern Architects of the Present Day Matrix
H.G. Wells was no simple “futuristic” author, but an infamous
social  engineer,  eugenicist,  proponent  of  repression  and
control, and insider to the Illuminist network.

His works were based on inside occult, social manipulative
information,  much  like  fellow  Fabians  Orwell  and  Huxley,
George Bernard Shaw and others.

They and the others of these schemes were all well aware that
creating  the  form  or  idea  in  the  collective  conscious
literally “blueprints” future moves into that reality for a
chemically altered, propagandized and dumbstruck humanity.

In the words of Fritz Springmeier:

Not only did H.G. Wells predict modern warfare, the bombing of
London, atom bombs, the League of Nations, stealth fighters
over Iraq, space flight and countless other details of the
future, far in advance of their eventual happening, as well as
mapping out in detail how a New World Order could be created,
but he participated in causing events to take place.

Now look at the titles of his books “Anticipation” and “Things
to Come” and the way they were written, and it is evident that
he is psychologically conditioning the public to accept the
stages of the New World Order as if they were self-evident.

H.G. strongly believed in racial eugenics to kill the inferior
races and useless eaters. He believed the state should educate
people and control their minds to obediently serve the state.
He believed in social engineering.

He was opposed to Christians being allowed to teach their
children about God, and religious toleration.

The World Brain and “Unified Mind”
H.G. Wells is actually most noted for his work “World Brain” –
a beyond Orwellian concept of a new world order that has



resonated throughout elitist and secret society teachings for
ages.

Wells  acknowledged  that  we  have  now  begun  to  frame
“preliminary ideas for a federal world control of such things
as communications, health, money, economic adjustments, and
the suppression of crime.”

But,

“all  of  these  ideas  of  unifying  mankind’s  affairs  depend
ultimately for their realization on mankind having a unified
mind for the job”
(Wells, 1938 p. 57, 58).

The emergence of that unified mind was to be the result of the
creation and the essential function of a World Brain.

“It would be the concrete beginnings of an actual world mind”.
(Wells-Doubleday Memo, [1938] p.8)

In 1939 he returned to what he called,

“my refrain: ‘We need a World Brain,’” and to his “insistence
that  the  creation  of  a  greater  mental  superstructure  to
reorient the mind of the world is an entirely practicable
proposal”
(Wells, 1942c p.158)

That’s serious stuff. Starting to see the matrix take shape?
It gets worse, much worse. But this is the underlying mindset
of the elite.

Know that.

How the Modern Matrix Came Into Reality
The  following  combination  of  Freemasonic  and  Theosophist
influences within academic think tanks may sound preposterous.

But if you were going to construct a plan to control and



domineer modern evolving man you had better integrate every
science,  including  technology,  pharmacology  and  even  the
occult and metaphysical, to make sure your plan is socially,
scientifically and spiritually comprehensive.

After all, we are fundamentally spiritual beings and that’s
the most important aspect they need to harness.

It’s also what they fear.

And this is exactly what these insane social engineers have
been up to for millennia.

Each generation of these call them “Satanic forces” reinvents
and improves their control techniques, which is scheduled to
be  culminated  in  this  last  great  scientific  age  madly
accelerating  before  our  eyes.

Never  before  has  the  public  known  that  the  Freemason-
Theosophist elite formed an academic think tank in 1940 with
the expressed goal of channeling all academic research toward
their goals.

This Theosophist-Freemason think tank was the Institute for
Integrative Education.

The board of directors included the family of the directors of
the  Theosophists  as  well  as  ivy  league  professors  from
Harvard, Johns Hopkins, etc.

Their 1940 flagship issue of their academic journal “Main
Currents  in  Modern  Thought”  openly  states  this  Freemason
conspiratorial goal and at one point the journal even states
that most professors are more dangerous than Nazis!

How’s dem apples?

Integrating Theosophy, Physics and World Governance
Theirs is a deliberate, gradual long term plan, as is the
technique of the Illuminist Fabians.



While many still can’t believe there’s a “they” out there
engineering most everything in our world, on top of that it’s
way more comprehensive and scientifically metaphysical than
anyone would dare to realize.

Here’s some history:

The founder of this Freemason-Theosophist Educational-Research
Complex that secretly controlled U.S. academic research was
Lumber Magnate Julius Stulman.

The postscript of his book “Evolving Mankind’s Future” is a
long  statement  by  “liberal”  University  President  Laurence
Bolling – a high level statecraft policy maker, documenting
the influence of this think tank.

In 1965 Stulman created the World Institute in collaboration
and at the behest of the U.S. Government, the Institute for
Advanced Study at Princeton, and the United Nations. This
information is detailed by President Bolling.

The expressed role of the World Institute was to oversee the
direction of technology for the world and it was located at UN
Plaza. It’s main policy plan was the actual plan for the
Matrix  published  in  1975  and  edited  by  systems  theorist,
global planner Ervin Laszlo.

This is background for that Real Matrix Plan that is now
coming into reality – as “liberally” promoted by Laszlo’s book
“Macroshift.”  (2001) Ibid.

Cosmic Humanism, Radio-Eugenics and Techno-Spirituality
Watch how they apply their scientific theories to controlling
social evolution. Dastardly.

The  Institute  for  Integrative  Education  highly  praised
Philosophy  of  Science  Professor  Oliver  L.  Reiser’s  1965
manifesto “Cosmic Humanism.”



Reiser’s  1945  book  “World  Philosophy”  was  considered  by
Einstein to be the best plan for a unified field theory. In
1936 Reiser had promoted and initiated “radio-eugenics” in the
Journal of Heredity.

In  1945  Reiser  discovered  World  Institute  founder  Julius
Stulman’s essay, “Energy Theory Applied to Human Relations.”

What is Radio Eugenics?

Remember the fuel cells in The Matrix?

In order to become a fully compliant source for fuel for their
literal “world brain” we need to be literally mutated. All for
the common good of course. Think – scanners, Fukushima and the
hundreds of other nuclear time bombs called reactors…

Then throw in HAARP for amplification and manipulation.

It goes on…

In 1936, Dr. Reiser, introduced and promoted the concept of
“radio-eugenics” in the scientific Journal of Heredity. This
entails applications of radiation for evolution. In 1945 Dr.
Reiser was impressed by think tank founder Julius Stulman’s
article called “Applied Energy to Human Relations.”

In the 1965 publication of “Cosmic Humanism” that is highly
praised by Stulman’s Institute for Integrative Education, the
concept of radio-eugenics is promoted in synthesis with the
concept of nondual harmonic resonance.

Dr. Reiser states that we learned from Hiroshima and Nagasaki
that not only does radiation cause massive destruction but
that  even  those  who  survive  “the  baptism  by  fire”  have
children with severe birth defects.

He then states that unfortunately that is how evolution works
and that hopefully with the proper applied harmonic resonance
of  radiation  then  a  new  human  society  and  a  new  “World



Sensorium” will be achieved. The “World Sensorium” of Dr.
Reiser is based on utilizing the radiation of the ionosphere,
amplifying it with high technology, and applying it globally
to cause mutations.

The effect is to achieve not only a higher dimensional reality
but to harness the zero-point energy. [HAARP anyone?]

In 1975 Dr. Reiser publishes “Cosmic Humanism and World Unity”
(Gordon  and  Beech)  as  part  of  a  series  for  the  World
Institute. This book calls the plan for the World Sensorium,
“The matrix” several times and states that, in concept, it is
closest to H.G. Well’s 1936 proposal for a “World Brain” to
the Freemasonic Royal Institute for International Affairs the
source for the Council of Foreign Relations.

H.G. Wells was not just a science fiction writer, he was the
head of British secret intelligence during World War One and
he was the mouthpiece for the global elite policy makers.

The World Brain was inspired by the NeoPlatonic concept of the
matrix outlined by Professor John Ruskin, a favorite source of
inspiration for the Royal Institute of International Affairs.

“Artificial Intelligence”
So, What’s Going On?

This is genetic engineering and techno-interference, also know
as  enforced  transhumanism,  on  a  global  scale  without  the
knowledge or consent of mankind.

If these reasons are true or even near to true, it is nothing
less than a massive, if futile, war against natural life and
true consciousness.

Another  alien  invasion  in  our  midst  attempting  to  create
another enslaved race.

This  has  been  an  ongoing  war  of  supernatural  origins  for



millennia.  The  morons  playing  out  their  roles  in  this
generational play are slaves of their greed and arrogance to
participate  in  such  a  futile  folly,  with  such  terrible
consequences on humanity.

While it seems to possibly parallel what was done long ago in
our  original  genetic  engineering,  we  in  no  way  have  to
subscribe to such insanity. Most will die, so they think,
while the “conveniently mutated” would be cultivated into a
submissive battery-like new race.

Wow, how insane can you get?!

But they’re doing it!!

But Why?

Try this out for size:

The 1975 book calls the plan, “The Matrix” prominently and
repeatedly and states that humans will be in “Techno-Samadhi”
as the “neuroblasts” and “Electronic tubes” for the new “World
Mother.”

According to this plan, the embryo of this mother is in the
middle of the earth and like an egg, the humans and the
environment are to be fed off as energy for evolution of the
Matrix.

Radio-Eugenics is still openly promoted by the World Institute
– except now it is called “orthosynthesis.”

In “Techno-Samadhi” a person does not breathe or think words –
they are hooked up to the satellite systems and used as energy
so  that  the  Theosophist-Freemasons  can  create  “THE  COSMIC
LENS” that controls and manipulates higher dimensional space-
time.

This is all detailed in “Cosmic Humanism and World Unity” –
the ACTUAL PLAN FOR THE MATRIX.



The essence of this plan is to create a new global religion –
Cosmic Humanism (now called “transhumanism”) – or in general
techno-spirituality.  Picknett  and  Prince  have  exposed  this
plan and it is corroborated fully by Reiser who openly states
that a new religion must be promoted.

Former M.I.T. History Professor David F. Noble has traced this
religion to the ninth century A.D. in his academic analysis of
the Freemasons, “The Religion of Technology.”

Prince and Picknett trace it back to ancient Egypt but Reiser
openly goes back to Sumeria and Vedic India.

The research of the Freemason-Theosophist Academics is based
on RATIO THEORY that promotes the Indo-European SEPARATION OF
HEAVEN AND EARTH by HUMAN SACRIFICE and DESTRUCTIVE TECHNOLOGY
for the ALL-SEEING EYE.

I know…  Holy Shit!

I haven’t read all these books nor have I seen anyone debunk
these assertions and findings nor their references. All I know
is it resonates.

It hits hard.

We’re up against a cabal of pseudo-scientific metaphysical
occultists.  And  they  know  exactly  what  they’re  doing,  to
whatever degree this is true.

Know your enemy is all I can say. And investigate. But they’re
real.

They are playing every scientific and spiritual manipulative
angle they can to manipulate and control humanity and planet
earth.

This  explains  once  again  the  mutative  effects  of  nano
particles in chemtrails, the deliberately released radiation
and the proliferation of radioactive devices, EMF bombardment



from  cell  phones,  power  lines,  Wi-Fi  and  smart  meters  to
HAARP, GWEN towers and satellite electro-radiation, never mind
poisoned water, vaccines, drugs and genetically modified food.

I know. Sick bastards.

Stay awake. Stay aware. And manifest the true reality.

Know this. Theirs is crumbling in the face of Love and Truth.
For sure. Don’t fear this insanity, just know its self-serving
roots and occult objectives. It’s based in another reality
that is not our own.

Shirk it, shunt it, it’s not yours to bear. We are free
eternal beings on the course to realization!

But it’s important we know what they’re up to. Every aspect of
it, however weird or disturbing. Same old, same old IMO. Just
transcend.

Keep on exposing. Harmful, nefarious infections don’t like
sunshine. Squirt some lemon juice in there and put a band aid
on it.

Damn.

Shine on, people! They’re freaks and can’t stand the sunshine
of Love and Truth!

 

 

Zen Gardner is an impactful and controversial author
and speaker with a piercing philosophical viewpoint.
His writings have been circulated to millions and his

personal story has caused no small stir amongst the entrenched
alternative pundits. His book You Are the Awakening has met
rave  reviews  and  is  available  on  amazon.com.  You  Are  the
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Awakening examines the dynamics of the awakening to a more
conscious awareness of who we are and why we are here –
dynamics which are much different from the programmed approach
of this world we were born into.


